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1.
DESIGN OF A FOUR-INCH CENTRIFUGAL PUMP.
In the past few years, the centrifugal pump has made
such rapid strides in the commercial world, that it does not seem
necessary in this theen e to give a detailed explanation of this
progress. However, there are several characteristics which the
pump possesses that are the direct cause for its sucessful compe-
tition with all other types of pumping machinery :-
1. Smoothness of action.
2. Continuous flow without vibration.
3. No shock, nor water hammer.
4. No valves, and few rubbing parts.
5. Simplicity and compactness in its design.
6. Adaptability to any form of driving power.
The only prominent argument against a centrifugal
pump is, that it has a low efficiency; but such an argument is
rapidly losing ground, for today it is not uncommon to find them
operating with an efficiency of 80$ on commercial tests. The
De Laval Steam Turbine Company advertise an efficiency of 85$ on
their 20" and 24" single stage pumps at 1C,000 and 11,000 gallons
discharge per minute with heads ISO and 150 feet, driven by 500
H.P. steam turbines.
Design of the Impeller
.
Practically the whole performance of a centrifugal
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pump depends upon the design of the impeller; and with this in
view, most of the time and thought spent on this thesis was direct-
ed toward finding the best theory suitable for accomplishing this
end. After investigating numerous theories, it was decided that
Dipl. Ing. Fritz Neumann's theory contained in his book, "Die
Zeutrifugalpumperi M , in connection with Professor G. A. Goodenough's
would be used as the basis of the following design.
Professor G. A. Goodenough's theory for arriving at
the fundamental equation for peripheral velocity was chosen because
it is deduced by the laws of mechanics, by considering the forces
acting upon the water rather than the changes in velocity which
occur as the water passes thru the pump. This last named method
of attack has been employed by all other investigators upon the
same subject. Having this equation derived, the remaining theory
underlying the design of a centrifugal pump was translated from
the German book mentioned above and used in this particular design.
Professor Goodenough ' s Theory.
The theoretical relation between the lift and the
angular velocity of the wheel is deduced as follows: In Pig. I
suppose a small mass of fluid to start from the point e on the
inner circumference of the wheel and move to the outer circum-
ference along the curved path ea in the wheel. The wheel in the
meantime rotates with an angular velocity so great that the
absolute path of the particle is ea', the point a having moved to
a' while the mass passes through the wheel. We may for the sake
of convenience suppose the small mess to be moving in a tube of
cross section f ; then if f denote the specific weight of the fluid,
the mass occupying a length ds of the tube will be
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g
Assume the mass to be at a point c on the path ea, and let the
variable distance OC be denoted by x; also let the angle between
the tangent CT and the . radius vector OC be denoted bye. The
angular velocity of the 'wheel is denoted by<A/ t and the velocity of
the mass of fluid in the path ea by v. By Coriolis' law, the ac-
celeration of the mass at the position C has three components:
(1) the acceleration of the mass, assuming the path ea to be at
rest; (2) the acceleration of the point of the wheel coincident
with C; (3) an acceleration at right angles to the tangent CT.
For convenience these accelerations are themselves resolved into
components, as shown in Fig. II. Since v denoted the variable
velocity in the curve, the tangential acceleration ie 4s. and the
2 d t
normal acceleration is ~ , where /O denotes the radius of curvature
P (
at the point C; these are the components of the acceleration
mentioned under (1) above. Considering the point C as a point in
the rotating wheel, the centripetal acceleration due to the angular
velocity w is x ct> z , directed towards the center 0. The tangential
acceleration, which arises only when W is variable, is x?-^
dt
perpendicular to OC. The acceleration mentioned under (3) above is
normal to the curve and has a magnitude ZVVU .
To produce these accelerations forces are required,
the magnitudes of which are found by multiplying the accelerations
by the mass m. By D'Alembert's principle the system of accelera-
ting forces is equivalent to the system of external forces acting
on the mass of fluid; or if we reverse these accelerating forces,
they and the external forces will form a system in equilibrium.
The entire system of forces ie shown in Fig III. The external

forces are as follows: (1) the pressure d_£ between the small mass
and the side of the tube; (2) the friction dF between the fluid
and the tube; (S) a pressure p_f on the cross section nearest the
outer circumference. Since the pressure varies along the tube, if
p_ denotes the intensity of pressure on a section as shown at (a),
(R + dp) will denote the intensity on a section at a distance ds
from the first. The forces of inertia are simply the accelerations
of Fig. II multiplied by m and reversed in sign. The nine forces
-fanjerti~ fa the.
of Fig. Ill are in equilibrium; hence resolving along the^path,
we obtain
f (p + dp) - fp -fr- m^I - mx (&* cose +- dF = (4)dt
lr£dsSubstituting for m its value «
,
g
fdp + p_ + dF = o (5)g dt g
Now, v = and ds cos.© = dx; substituting,
dp + ?Jp _ m\dx + d£ = (5)
The subscript "e" applies to the entrance e and the subscript a to
the exit a; hence integrating equation 5,
J Ve g JXe, tJ
or (pa - pe ) t X (,« - ,*) . g*' {T « - 4) fj JdF=
In absense of definite knowledge regarding the form of the function
F, we may denote by H§r the quantity J-J^dF; also since = rQ au
and va = ra<e/we have; finally
7p £g a e a * e **
Evidently the first term of the second member is in the nature of
a velocity head and ^ is the loss of the head due to the friction
in passing thru the wheel. Equation 5 may therefore be inter-
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pre ted: the change of pressure head is due to the change of velo-
city head less the friction head.
We consider now the relation between the velocities u
,
e
wc» and u , w , v . The water enters at e in a radial direc-e» e a* a' a
tion and has an absolute velocity of w
e
which is the resultant
•of the velocity vQ of the water relative to the vane ea and the
velocity u of the point e of the vane. That there may be no
shock due to sudden change in direction, w should be radial, that
is, perpendicular to u
e
. The tangent to the vane at e should
therefore have a direction indicated by the relation
We have further the relation
A. particle of water emerging at a has an absolute velocity wa ,
the resultant of the velocities v
a
and/t^. Between these veloci-
ties and the angles
f3a
and 3^ we have evidently the following
relations
:
v
a
2
= w
a
2
+ u/ - 2 waua cos 9^. (9)
la - sin P a (10)
sin
^1 ""5^
Substituting the values of Vg and v&^ given in (8) and (9) in (6),
Eliminating w from (11) by means of (10) we obtain
« a 2'
Pa-Pe _ "a" fgein j3«. cos da, sin2 P«- 1, we c$ ho i
~~F~ ~ w l^sn^ss-j— Hn^TpT^)j+5r (12)
Equation (12) expresses the change of pressure Pa~Pe *n terras of
the entrance velocity wQ , the circumferential velocity of the tip
of the blade u& , the friction f°j t and the functions of the angles
[3^ and .

With a fixed angle o^there must be some angle (3^ that
will give a maximum change of pressure for the fixed value of M*^ .
From equation (12), (pa - p^will be a maximum when the quantity
within the brackets is maximum. Let
u=
2sin g^ogJL^
_
sin2 ft*.
_
sin ^
^ fccooP - sin
sin sin2(^-^)' sin (jSL-'A,)^ ^ sinfp^
This equation has the form
U = z (k - z)
dU = (k - z) dz - zdz = (k - 2z) dz.
Hence 52 = {"scoe »*-2SSsJ^L (ffefe s )
_ (2cos3 gsin Pa. v . . .n ^a.) cos -sin co s (0^- 3c)
" Kngfgf) sin^p^
Finally §T = r2cos ^ _ 2sin J?*: q.^gin ( r- 9^)L ^ sii^-a,)Jsin-(p-^)
For a maximum r- = 0, and since the fraction cannot have the value
zero, the quantity in the parenthesis must be zero, that is,
% - sin Pa,
sm T fi^-d*.) (13)
This relation is satisfied when |3a = 90°. Hence it appears that
when the vane is curved back at the tip so that the velocities va
and w& , Fig. I are at right angles, the maximum pressure difference
is obtained. When this is the case we -have
u
a
= w
a
2 + va2 or va2= ua
2
-
wa
2
Substituting this and (8) in (6),
^-P^
~
wa
2 £ we 2 _
T 2? Dr { }
or if it is preferred to use u instead of wa ,
Pa " Pe
_
ua
2 cob 2gV + *e 2 C*
"~T~
-^-i—
-
-^>r do)
it is to be noted that (14) and (15) hold only when the angle of
the vane tip is such that (15) is true.
We have now to investigate the flow of the water to and
from the wheel.
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Let h^ = head of water entering the inlet;
H = head due to the atmospheric pressure;
a
Hg = head against which water is discharged;
W = velocity of water at discharge;
^e = friction head at entrance;
friction head due to resistance in discharge pipe;
T = specific weight of fluid;
w = absoute velocity of fluid on entering wheel;
w « ii h ii ii leaV ing » g
a
Using Bernoulli's theorem for steady flow, we obtain
the following equations of which the first applies to the entrance
of the fluid, the second to the discharge:
Subtracting (16) from (17) and transposing,
Comparing this with (11) we obtain
SBS.pJk , h2-Hi + g +&+4+&= Vk-<ie)
Eliminating w^ by means of (10) wa = ua gifT^T"nH
ua sinjP*. cos do* _ u „ , ws , „ , .v2 . ^
where Hu denotes the total or effective he .id Hg-Hj andS = ,5^+^+-
solving for ua =\4(H„+ 4 £ ) Sjftifitzlsi-
1 ^
T 2g <^ sin (S^ cos 9^
Prom (18) it appears that the velocity of the wheel
will be less the smaller the angle & , or to put the idea in anothe
*
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tfeer aspect, with a given wheel speed, the effective lift will be
greater the more the tip of the vane is curved forward in the
direction of the motion. However, with a smaller value of(3o,»
the velocity of exit 0"^ is increased, which indicates a rapid
change in velocity and direction of flow during the passage of the
water through the wheel, and such rapid changes are to be avoided.
There has been much discussion regarding the proper value of the
angle (bo, ; some makers prefer to curve the tip of the blade back
thus making (V large (150° to 165°), others make the end of the
blade nearly radial ( = 90°). For low lifts it is claimed that
the curved back blade is preferable because the pump can with this
form of vane discharge considerably less than its normal capacity,
which it cannot do with radial vanes. For moderately high heads
it seems advisable to make |3a, = 90°, equation (18) becomes
where efficiency = *
v.
The symbol H may be considered to denote the total
head composed of the three components H
?
and fD , of which Hu
v2is actual head or difference between the two water levels, is
2g
the head due to the velocity with which the water is discharged at
the upper level, and ^ is the friction head due to the frictional
resistances encountered by the water in passing through the pump.
Formula (19) is analogous to the ordinary formula v = \/ 2gh, except
that the factor 2 is missing.
According to Weisbach,
g|- - ,03h and <S = 0.42h; and to
the later authority Hartmann, || ^ *p varies from 0.40h to .60h.
Using Weisbach' s values, H = h
-f »02h + 0.42h = 1.45h and
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u
a
= ^SHu = y 1.45gHu = 6.83 Hu , for radial tips or in general
ua = 6.85 (1 - cot|3fc tan d*, ) (20)
Now that the fundamental equation for peripheral velo
city has been obtained, the German theory for further design will
follow.
General Discussion of_ Friction Losses .
The precautions to be kept in mind when dealing with
the suction pipe are:-
(a) The valve at the pipe's end should have an equal opening
(in area) to that of pipe cross-section area.
(b) The loss on entrance to the pump may be reduced by ex-
panding the interior of the suction pipe, slightly, at the pump.
Other losses that are encountered are:-
(a^ The inevitable friction loss in the suction pipe due to
the -entrance velocity, w
.
(b) The suction loss due to leakage in the stuffing box.
^ Fig. 4.
Impeller Losses .
The water on entering the impeller has the same veloci
tyas it has in the suction pipe ws , but on entrance to impeller
blades,. the passage area is decreased, which causes an increase
T
in velocity from wg to we given by the following relation
w„ = w. "e 4-
ae
e
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That the friction caused by this change invelocity may
be a minimum, the blades, or vanes are brought to a sharp point.
The taper being made at least twice as longas the thickness of the
vanes as shown in the adjoining Figure.
Fig. 5.
This change in velocity from w g to we may be made
smaller or larger by varying the thickness of the blades and their
number. To make the change small, use fewer and thinner blades.
By reducing the number of blades in the impeller the friction
losses are also cut down.
The change of relative velocity, v
g
to v
g
should be
gradual - this change depends upon the shape of the passages
between the blades.
An exit loss occurs
,
which is similar to the entrance
loss and hence the vanes are also tapered at this point.
Determination of Size of Suction Pipe .
Let Q = the cubic feet discharge per second desired plus a
6fo increase for slip.
D
g
= diameter of the suction pipe.
w
g
= velocity of water in suction pipe.
Then D s =V 9 . ±
Let =
s
2
2g
=V
V^ Ru = velocity head (where ws is a function of the
lift^ H
u ).
Experiments show that for low lift pumps with a large discharge y
may be taken as 0.08. And for high lift pumps with a small dis-
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charge y= 0.01 or smaller. (These values for y should give a ve-
locity of 6 feet per second, or thereabouts).
Then = 2J^gKu = CH,,
Velocity of Exit,.
When the absolute velocity of entrance is radial we
have from equation (18)
oos^ (1)
waUr
This equation contains terms sufficient' o draw a velocity polygon
We will draw two such polyons, one with the angle (3^ ^90° and one
with \ 90°.
Fig. 6.
From Figure 6 cos 9«, = M. /. ae
w. ua
c
1 \
\
\
\
a e
+—"lgti»—
>
b
Fig. 7.
From Figure 7 the same relations hold as above.
Then be = (Fig. 6)
-tan (3a.
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ua = ae - b"e (Fig. 6)
ua = ae + Be" (Fig. 7)
In either case u„ =^4rr^ -
Hi
a " ua" tan pa.
Solving this equation for u
r
we have:
u = lr. . ^ +\l (—lx-^) 2 +<Y)£ h„
a 2 tan/3^ M v 2 tan (3a, ^ (* u
When (3^ = 90° (Radial vanes)
From the preceding Figure tan = W^ft*
whence vB = tan o«, ( s»
From equation (19) we can find the peripheral velocity, u for any
Cm
lift. Substituting v
r from (SO) in (19) we have
ua %Hu U-iao.|t (18 .)
which is the same equation as (18)
This equation gives the peripheral velocity in terms of the angles
Pa. and da. . When both angles are chosen VV is determined as well
as aaj^ .
After AAA. has been calculated the diameter and r.p.m.
of the impeller will be connected by the following relation.
r.p.m. = —-—£2 Da = dia. of impeller at exit point a.
Da TT
The horse power required for driving the pump equal
h.p = ge^^ Where Q = discharge plus slip per second.
T = specific weight of water.
head pumped against including all
friction losses.
For the absolute velocity of the water leaving the impeller we
from Figs. 6 and 7
wa = - IS-Hli.
ua cos da.
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or in terms of the angles
1 -tan Cre-
tan (3^
After the radial velocity component vr is determined,
the width of the impeller may be computed.
Letting vr = radial velocity.
D_ = dia. of impeller at exit.
el
Q = discharge plus slip.
t> = width of impeller at exit.
St,
Q
^ = ba7TVr
Influence of the Angles of the Impeller Blades
upon the Peripheral Velocity .
The two equations for us - peripheral velocity - are:-
u
* - rssfc + Vv^rpr'
2
+^Hu (19)
u
a =A/T« Hu U " Hf^ (16M
Ly assuming some fixed value for the head the effect
of angles on speed can be determined.
From equation (19) when =
, /^L=
(3* =180°, JU/K = oC
" ^^=90°, the curve of the e-
quation has a point of inflection.
By dividing ©quatioi (18*) in the following manner:
and letting the factor, ^1 - tan 3^ cot {3^ = K (21)
we have the relation,
u
a = K V?£Hu (22 >
Then, chooBing different values of c?^ curves may be plotted which
show the relation between^ and
.
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Curves for equation (21) were drawn and are included.
Since notation on curves is different than used in this thesis,
2k, =/3 and ^= oc . From this chart values for K may be found for
any combination of and . If a velocity ua is desired, K
may be calculated from equation (22), and the proper combinations
of angles e)o.and^read from the chart. The curves clearly show
that for values of close to 90°, a change in the angle has
very little influence upon the velocity ua .
In selecting the angle d^ 9 it must be borne in mind
that certain values for d^have quite an influence upon the amount
of leakage from the discharge chamber, around the impeller, and
back into the suction chamber, or pipe. This leakage is called
slip, and impairs the efficiency of the pump. Such a loss may be
reduced in two ways:-
(1) By mechanical construetion.
(2) By a proper choice of the angles 9A and (3*. . The
mechanical construction will be considered subsequently. The
effect of the angles may be briefly stated as follows
With a small angle d*, - 5° or 10°, as employed by high lift
pumps, the slip is very nearly independent of speed and the angle
p^. With a large angle of discharge, 2j= 25°, as employed by low
lift pumps, the loss due to slip varies materially with p^.
Taking condition 25°, (2^= 90° as 1, the loss for ^ - 45° is
0.S9; and for ^ = 135° the loss equals 1.2.
The Radial Components of Absolute Velocity
.
The radial component of the absolute velocity, vr , is
also an important factor and is one of the quantities often fixed
upon rather than the angle 3«.. If d^la determined, vr should be
known in order to calculate the depth of the impeller.

When pa r 90° 15.
v
r
= tan djsl^g Hu
vr
2
Let the velocity head ^— be a function of ^Hu
Let vr =\/5U^ftC
Combining tan
A = | tan8 3^
This is the equation of a parabola and may be plotted assuming
values of 3^ . If the angle p^is greater or less than 90°, we have
vr
= tan 9a
but ua = K\%HU
vr = tan 3JlZ IK
but tan 9^ = \JZ A
then Vt> =ViSZirr K
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Construction of velocity polygon at exit
by the aid of curves for K and^.
Fig. 9.
In this figure
ab = ua = K\J^£ H
ae = VlZEL
ce = v l v~m~l . s/n
r K
On ab lay off ae and then erect a J_ ec equal to vr . Draw
cb and complete the paralellogram. The angles f3c, and can now
be measured as a check upon the accuracy of the work.
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Construction of Velocity Polygon for Entrances
K
Fig. 10.
The entrance velocity ue is taken at point A. diameter
De. After u and D„ have been fixed we have
a
u = u,
e *
The depth of vane be must be such that
TTDebe = area of suction pipe.
The absolute velocity we has already been given,
De
la Da
w
e
v,
s pae
ae = distance between van6s.
se
-- thickness of vanes.
If we consider Blip, the discharge will be increased
Q = Q'
-f slip
The absolute velocity will be increased to
w • = wn il±4ii£s o n *Q
The correct velocity of entrance will then be
w, w.
i ae* s e
e "s ae
For _z No. of vanes, and ta as shown in accompanying figure,
DefT
z
From diagram at entrance page 18

18
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. n ae+°e
For 3e - 90° we have
ve 2 = \]j//*+- w
e
2 and sine |3e =
e
In order to find w_, assume value of —~— and carry
the computations thru. If the assun A ion is not correct the calcu- i
lations should be repeated.
At this point the accompanying graphical construction
Pig. 11.
may be employed by means of which the values of we and (ae s e )
can be found simultaneously.
£®, = ae fee
ws ae
Draw triangle dee . de -ap& * ce = ws '. Take ef = s e
the thickness of the vanes. Thru f draw fg||to ed. With d as a
center draw a circular arc with te as a radius, cutting the line
fg at £. At £ erect a j_ gh and draw dj* to meetcf produced to a.
Draw ab and cb. This completes the velocity diagram.
From Fig. 11, the following conditions are fulfilled :-
sin (3 = *fi = »§+le .
v
e te
As given by previous equations.
Effect of Changing the Entrance Angle d<* £ 90° .
If the absolute velocity of the entering water is not
radial, the path of the water in the suction pipe will be spiral.
This will increase the length of the path and hence the friction
losses. It would be necessary then to use guide vanes which would
introduce the water into the impeller in the proper direction. In
this way the suction pipe losses would be reduced but owing to the
losses in the guide vanes, the total would still be greater than
for radial entrance.
However, a decrease in de (^e<90°) will result in an
f
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increase in a
e
+se which results in a smaller change of velocity
from ws ' to we . This will reduce the loss at the entrance.
For pumps designed for a high head and small discharge,
the passages will he small and the relative velocities high so
that the reduction of losses at entrance to impeller may more
than counterbalance the increased loss in the suction pipe and
additional guide vanes.
Construction of Impeller Vanes .
It is essential that the channel cross-sections used
in the computations are actually obtained in the impeller. If this
condition does not obtain, the velocities will not take the values
not
fixed upon and the operation of the pump will be at the predeter-
T
mined speed.
The channels between the vanes must be made in such a
way that at entrance and exit the relative velocities actually
obtain. Furthermore the direction of the relative velocities'
must be perpendicular to the channel cross-section, and this
direction must be the same as given by angles (3^ and pe .
Furthermore
z a
e
be ve = zaa ba va
a
e
be = channel cross-section at entrance.
a
a
b
a
tt
" » « exit,
z = No. of vanes.
The widths ae and aa must be measured perpendicular to both sides
of the channel whenever there is an expansion or contraction of
section.
To fulfill the above named conditions the involute of
a circle is the most advantageous forn of curve.

Construction of Involute at Entranc e to Impeller .
For entrance without shock the vane must be inclined
at an angle |3e with The diameter Qe upon which the entrance
diagram is based should be taken in the center of the entrance
width ae .
Let ze = No. of channels.
Let d
g
= dia. of circle upon which involute is constructed.
Then d fi = z iM±£el
The circumference was divided in two segments of length Thru
these points tangents were drawn to base circle. At every alter-
nate point the distance and 5§ + se were laid off, and at the
intervening points the distance --was laid off. In this way 6
points, (abc and def ) are obtained for each curve. The involute
may be replaced with an arc of a circle whose center is on the
base circle equidistant from the points of tangency of the alter-
nate lines. In order to insure correct passage for the water the
involute should be extended beyond the point c.
From the figure we have
deem /3 = — — 161.
1 e De
d
e = sin pe De
----162.
For vane points in the cross section of this channel
the peripheral velocxties will not be the same so that the velocity
polygon will have a different form. To show that the relative
velocity v
e is constant thruout the cross section and is indepen-
dent of the changes in Jbe) j#c and we we proceed as follows.
Jfe
c
-
• M*e
sin fi_ = _de
C Det
Divide 164 by 161.

22.
Fig. 12.

22.
sin ,|3e = ^ec __. 1 65
sin ftc De
(The sines are inversely proportional to the diameters).
As the channel has constant depth the radial component
JAS
r
of the absolute velocities must be inversely proportional to the
•166
diameters.
A^r
_
Dec
^ De
'
But ve = einfo
And V =et sm
^3e
Dividing Jfe/= sinjp, x _^V_ = 1v
rc sin pe ^
This proves that in this form of construction the
relative velocity is equal for the entire cross-section.
Involute at Exit .
The vanes at exit as at entrance are taken as involutes
Using the same construction as before
d* = ( aa+Sa)iTA 167
TT
da = dia. of base circle,
da = Da sin f3*. 168
aa * sa = "^-j: — 169
The construction of the involute is exactly similar
to that already given. This will insure a constant relative
velocity. We shall also have the relation
sin ftp,
_ _
tV Vr
sin fa
~ Da " ua ~ v;
170
The diagrams will vary at difgrent points thruout the
cross-eection, and /A^^will change as per equation 170. In order
to obtain the constant head, for the same angles c)v~(3the velocity
Mj should increase with smaller diameters which is manifestly
impossible.

24
Fig. 13

25.
As shown by equation 170 the angles |3 decreases with
the diameter. The angle ^will become larger and in such propor-
tion to increase the value of
To obtain a clear view of the relation between (3a and 3a
and the corresponding diameter the following numerical example
is chosen.
Assume \J "1% H^= 10 , Da = 0.3m
^= 135°
;
d^= 25° K = 1.21
M>^~ 10 x 1.21 = 12.1 2.
vr = 3.85 m
For 12 vanes
a
a
+" sa
= 55.5 mm Let sa = 5.5mm
da = 212mm aa = 50 mm
The previous figure was drawn with this assumed data.
From the figure we obtain at points a, m, i, the following value
D
a
ua 5* va wa
a 0.336 13.55 141° 20° 5.35 10.05 (12.)
m 0.300 12.10 135° 25° 5.35 9.20 (12.1)
i 0.266 10.72 128° 30° 5.35 8.7 (12.4)
The values given in the last column are those which
should obtain for the values found for [3^. There is a wide
divergence between the actual and the proper values.
To reduce this error to a minumum it is necessary to
assume tho diameter to the center of the channel. If the outside
diameter is used the pump will operate too slow and it will be
necessary to increase the speed in order to obtain the proper
head.
The large diameter should be made with some even
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number. It is therefore necessary to assume the diameter and
and then calculate ^3* Aupon which all calculations should be
based. Applying the cosine law
Da = VDa* - 2aaDa
a
cos (3^ 171
The value of the absolute velocity changes for every
point of cross-section of the channel. A curve could be construc-
ted which would result in a constant absolute velocity but with
varying radial velocity. This method of proceedure is much more
complex, but leads to better results. If the form of curve will
be reproduced exactly in the castings it would be worth while fol-
low this form of construction.
Discharge Chamber
.
For minimum loss in the discharge chamber the velocity
of exit should be constant. This stipulates that the areas of
cross-section must be proportional to the vector angle. The inner
boundary of the chamber is determined by the impeller diameter.
From the preceding
Friction losses in the bearings of a pump are rather
small, provided the bearings are properly designed and lubricated.
Care must be tsK en in the design of and construction
of the stuffing boxes. Undue friction at this point will have a
decided effect upon the efficiency of the pump, it must be borne
in mind however, that air leakage at this point will also severely
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impair the efficiency
.
Losa at Exit
.
A loss will result due to the kinetic energy of the
water as it is discharged. This velocity head MszL is taken as a
function of •
For high lif ts oC ^"oC fy«=^)is taken C.00S-.0I* With low
heads and large discharge q^-
. 06-^0
-*oS
The Effect of Throttling
upon the Efficiency and upon the Head .
It is ususally desirable to have a pump which when
throttled will deliver a smaller quantity of water but at a higher
head. The speed remaining constant during the operation.
We shall now determine what influence the angle of
impeller, velocity and other quantities have upon the head when
the discharge is decreased. Reverting to the original equation
we have
2
-Va2 ,>a
2 Mf2
2g T 2g r 3g 2g
By changing the discharge the velocities will have a
MsSfiJt
+
ve^ v
8
f*sj = ^H~2212 Off <
varying influence upon the head.
ua^-ue
The first term
—
o will remain constant and is2g
therefore independent of the discharge.
2 2
vQ -vaThe second term —^—- will exert considerable in-2g
fluence upon the head. If v
e
is greater or less than va it will
be positive or negative. If, however, ve = va the term will be-
come zero and will have no effect.
Let vQ ^va . If the velocity decreases thru the
impeller the pressure must be correspondingly greater. If the
discharge is smaller then va and ve become smaller and the pressure
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due to this change in velocity head become smaller. Hence if
ve y va a decrease in discharge will be accompanied by a decrease
of head. When v
e ( va a particular pressure head is necessary to
cause this increase of velocity. This change can only be accom-
plished at the expense of some of the available centrifugal force.
The less the discharge the less will be the pressure necessary for
v e
2
-va
2
this increase of velocity head. Therefore when
—
g— is nega-
tive a decrease in discharge will be accompanied by an increase in
head.
vr
a sin
^
Fe
v = —- wr FA = cross-section area at entrance.Fa pe = „ „ „ „ Qxit.
But w
r
= ve sin |3C
vr p
sm * e
v ~-v- —r
v 8 Fa o vr
S
e
-
a * „ (FT) -
2g 2g
2
The third term in the equation t^~- is the velocity
head of the absolute velocity of exit, Its influence upon the
head is illustrated by the velocity polygons shown below.
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In case 1 the velocity wa will increase with decreased
discharge. In case 2 and 3 the opposite is true. In general
therefore if (3a^90° the velocity wa will increase with smaller
discharge and if {3^30° it will decrease.
When (3*, =90° the discharge will have little influence
upon the velocity. Referring to figure on page we have
wa_ (ua- tin^)fvr2
wAThe last term —^— is negative.
2g
From the figure it is evident that we does not change
very markedly with wr .
From the figure:
Fa
wr = vr
jxT 2 = Vv.2 4- 'u 2 -
Vr Ea) 2 224vr Fe + ^e tan pe F^T
Substituting values in 222, 223, and 224 in 221 we
obtain
- + vr
f
-an(3^ r tan ft
.
= ^ "v^
As the rotative speed is constant we have
= C (a constant) 226
ua
2
^ ue Fa
tan (3a tan fle, Fe .u- 4~& -— = c (a constant) 227
V„ = ^ H 228u l T "2 v r
The head H wil3A^£S»eas% with discharge if Cg is positive and
decrease if eg is negative.
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Cg can only be negative when ft^y. 90° and when
Tan
f3e ^
'
Therefore both a and Ae should be large and p-^ small,
e
The choice of } 90° agrees with the previous dis-
cussion of the most favorable form of vane for maximum efficiency.
It must be borne in mind that thi3 discussion only
holds for a narrow range of variation of discharge. The straight
line relation given in 228 cannot be obtained in an actual pump
test. The fact remains, however that any pump for general service
is throttled. A s the hydraulic losses are almost constant they will
reduce the efficiency as it will be based upon a smaller quantity.
centrifugal pump to meet certain conditions was simple, though
rather trying for the reason that there are so many stipulations
to be kept in mind about the different angles, velocities, etc.,
in order that the efficiency of the pump may be a maximum. These
conditions made the design of the impeller a "cut-and-try" method
and not a mere substitution in formulae. To illustrate this char-
acteristic in the design, it may be stated that six different cal-
culations were made for this particular pump before a satisfactory
impeller was obtained.
The drawings, calculations, and assumed data for the
final, satisfactory, pump will now be taken up:-
should have a negative coefficient c8 .
The efficiency will begin to decrease as the discharge
Design of Pump
.
With the preceding theory developed, the design of a

Assumed and Determined Data .
= 50 feet, height in feet between reservoir level and
discharge level.
Q = 480 gal. per rain. = 1834 cu. in, per sec. (This in-
cludes &f<> slip),
dg = dia. of suction pipe = 6"
d-L = dia. of hub of impeller = 2"
d3 = dia. of discharge pipe = 4W
Da
a
= outside diameter of impeller at tip of blades = 12"
aa =
1.4" = perpendicular distance between blade tips at
exit to adjacent blade.
= 165° = angle between peripheral velocity and relative
velocity at tips of blades at exit.
dt^ - 12 1/2° = angle between velocities as shown in plate
I
D_ = 6.75" =s diameter of circle upon which entrance curva-
ture of blades depends.
Formulae to be Used and Calculations.
The following formulae from the preceding theory
must check
Da =V Da
a
* aa
8
"2aaDa
a cos^ 171
DaTTsin faaa +" sa =
-J
1
— • 169
Choosing g = 6 = number of blades in the impeller desired.
The above listed data - "assumed and determined" -
was in the final "cut-and-try" method found to check in both the
above formulae.
Hence Da
2
= 144 + 1.96 - 32.42 = 112.54
Whence Da = 10.61"
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(aa^a ) ^From equation, sin (3>^ = —
^
,
sin |3<^ = 0.297
and = (180°— 17° - 15') = 168° - 45'
From equation, da = Da sin (180° - (3<J, da = 3.155"
From ua = K ]j^<jRu , ^ = 1.4
ua
= 1.32 ^1.4 x 32.2 x 50 = 62.7V/sec.
Vr s tan ^llif- = 0.82169^ 2254 = 8 , /sec
rpm . = u»
x 6§ x 12
=
62.7 x 60 x 12
=
^ TT TT x 10.61
fe = TTX 6.75 = 3>54 „2 6
Ws ' = (dg
4
-d* )12"
= 6
-
1 '/sec
ue = §f
x u
a
88 lOT x 62 ' 7 = 39.7'/sec
Then from velocity *\ dQ =
?(ae
^
e)
=
fi
= 1.48"
diagram at entrance I |3e = ( 180O-.l2
o
-54 , ) = 167°-6 !
plate I
J
w
e
= 9.1' /sec
ao = 0.53e
To determine the effective circumference of exit in
the impeller at the diameter D , the thickness of the blades on
this circumference must be subtracted, or
TTD_ -g . 5ft- = TTx 10.61 - 6 x %|| = 33.4 - 5.06 = 28.34"a *" sm /g^ .295
=' effective circumference at Da
Then the effective area of discharge at diameter D a =
vr
x 18 8 x 12 » 'a
Therefore the width of the impeller at exitsfe^
28T34 " 28.34 ~ °-
R74
In a similar manner bc the width of the impeller,
at entrance was determined.
ttx d6 - i T&rpi = Trx 6,75 " 6 x fife = 14,45 effective
circumference at dia. De
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Fe = —To" = ^
1
?
34
.
- = 17 sq. in. eff . area at D_6 vr x 12 9.1 x 12 e
Whence he ~ 4* ~ inches.
As a check upon the accuracy of these calculations the
following relations should hold
ae x be x ^ x Ve = aa x x ? x Va
Ve and V_ are obtained from velocity polygons and
ae x be x ? x ve = 0.53 x 1.18 x 6 x 41 = 154
X., check.
aa x bi x? x va = 1,4 x .674 x 6 x 27.6 = 156"
30. K
also Favr = Fewe
Check.
19.1 x 8 = 17 x 9 = 153J
The following relations should also hold:-
c =
U&2 -Ue8
= S920-1530 = ?2
. 85
ua
5 3g.2 62.6 59.7
. 19a
_ P0 ,. ig4
c2 =-^(3J" tan^ Fgr .509 T .229 17 = ^ ~
' g ' 32.2
= -0.356
c l c 2vr = "? Hu *\K
f Check.
72.85 - 2.85 = 70
J

Plate I.
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Shaft Design .
The shaft is designed to resist torsion only as the
hydrostatic pressure is equal in all directions. The bending
stresses are enttirely eliminated with the exception of those due
to self weight. On account of the small mass of the impeller it
is unnecessary to take these into account.
The twisting moment on the shaft is given by
T = 63030 § T = twisting moment
N H = horse power required.
N = r.p.m.
With 1824 cu. in. discharge (this includes 6% slip)
sec
.
H = 1824 y 6S * 5 x 70 = o 38
1728 x 550 x 9
T
_
65050 x 9.38
_ Q^ _ _d£
S 1350 x 8000 ~ ' 16
Whence d = 0.655"
While this is only the theoretical size of the shaft
required, it was decided, after allowing for Vey ways, and deflec-
tion, to choose a shaft 13/4 inches in diameter. This completes
the necessary data for designing the impeller.
Design in General
.
As the question of strength will take care of itself
in building up the pump casings about the impeller, and the
bearings and pulley about the shaft (keeping in mind that plenty
of material must be allowed where studs and bolts are to be used),
no further calculations are needed. At this point an assembly
cross section was drawn (Plate II), from which the details of
Plate III were made.
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Table of Symbols showing the n ruber and material of each
part as shown in the Ass ?mbly Drawing.
f Tnbol 1 1 am 3 Material
1 Pump C as e Cast Iron
2 Forward Fearing with Inside Covering Cast Iron
3 Outside Flanged Cover Cast Iron
4 Impel 1 er Bronze
5 Impeller Key Steel
6 Top for oil Cup
7/ Forward Bearing Bushing Brass
& Packing
9 Packing Gland Bronze
10 Casing Bolts Steel
11 Pump Base Cast Iron
12 Pulley Cast iron
13 Putlley Key Steel
14 Shaft Steel
15 Rear Bearing Cover Cast Iron
16 Lubricating Ring Bras s
1? Rear Bearing Cast Iron
IS Bear Bearing Bushing Brass
20 Shaft Stop Collar, Outer Cast Iron
21 Oil Drain
22 Oil Hole Cap Cast Iron







